
The Complete Guide To Shoji And Kumiko
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Shoji and kumiko are traditional Japanese latticework techniques that have
been used for centuries to create beautiful and functional doors, windows,
and screens. Shoji are sliding doors or screens made of translucent paper,
while kumiko are the decorative latticework that is often used to adorn
them. Together, these two techniques create a unique and elegant
aesthetic that is synonymous with traditional Japanese architecture.
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This book is the first in a two-volume series that provides a comprehensive
guide to these techniques. Volume 1 covers the basic principles of shoji
and kumiko, including the different types of wood, tools, and joinery
techniques that are used. It also provides step-by-step instructions for
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creating a variety of different shoji and kumiko patterns, from simple
geometric designs to more complex and intricate ones.

Volume 2 of this series will cover more advanced topics, such as how to
create curved and three-dimensional kumiko patterns, and how to use shoji
and kumiko in different architectural applications. However, Volume 1
provides a solid foundation for anyone who is interested in learning these
traditional Japanese techniques.

Whether you are a professional woodworker or a hobbyist, this book is a
valuable resource that will help you to create beautiful and functional shoji
and kumiko projects for your home or garden.
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The author of this book is a master craftsman with over 30 years of
experience in shoji and kumiko. He has taught workshops on these
techniques all over the world, and his work has been featured in numerous
publications.



Reviews

"This book is a must-have for anyone who is interested in learning about
shoji and kumiko. It is well-written and easy to follow, and it provides a
wealth of information on these traditional Japanese techniques." - The
Japan Times

"This book is a beautiful and inspiring guide to the art of shoji and kumiko. It
is full of stunning photographs and detailed instructions, and it is sure to
inspire you to create your own beautiful works of art." - The Crafts Report
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Matilda Plantagenet and Her Sisters: Gender
and Power in the Premodern World
The lives of Matilda Plantagenet and her sisters offer a fascinating
glimpse into the complex world of gender and power in the premodern
world. As the daughters of one of the...
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Turkmenistan and Iran
In the summer of 2022, I embarked on a life-changing journey through
two of Central Asia's most enigmatic countries: Turkmenistan...
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